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As the month of May ushers in vast amounts of  positive energy,a yet another
edition of  our newsletter Vatsalya strives to focus on the nurturing of the
skills of our beloved students.
We exhibit our high regards and profound gratitude to all those who made an
endeavour to nurture and cater to the evolution and growth of the newsletter-
Vatsalya.
We wish you a happy reading !

Regards
Our Editorial Team
Mrs Anindita Dey (TGT  English)
Ms Vijaya Thapa (TGT English)
Ms Sonam Jha (PRT)
Mr Gauri Prasad Sarkar(PRT)
Mr Pritam Bharati (librarian)
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Rabindra Jayanti Celebration
Army Public School Binnaguri observed the 162nd birth anniversary of Gurudev with
much enthusiasm, fervour and aplomb on 9 May 2023. A special morning assembly was
held in the multipurpose hall.A cultural program was organized later during the day to
venerate Gurudev.
The program commenced with a floral tribute and prayer dance to pay homage to
Rabindranath Tagore.The Principal in his short motivational address at the start , laid
emphasis on the importance of  cultivating the excellence of Gurudev in our daily lives.
The performers of primary wing and senior students paid rich tribute by offering dance,
singing melodious songs, reciting poems and recital from his repertoire.The cultural
programme by students was a humble tribute to Tagore whose contribution to our
country in the cultural, educational, philosophical and even political front are
unfathomable.The musical performances bore testimony to the sheer range of Tagore's
creation,which helped him emerge as an institution in himself. The whole programme
was a spectacular event to look out for.
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           Glimpses of Rabindra Jayanti Celebration

Enlighting of Lamp

Poem  Recitation

Flute  on Rabinra Sangeet 

Rabindra Nritya

Rabindra Nritya

Rabinra Sangeet
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Glimpses of Rabindra Jayanti Celebration

Rabindra Nritya Rabindra Sangeet 

Hosts of the Event

Rabindra Sangeet By Music Teachrer

Motivational speech by Principal

Rabindra Nritya
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Orientation Session for classes I
and II
Parent Orientation for classes I and
II was conducted on 4 May 2023.
The session was presided over by
the Principal . Mr Ravi Kumar
Rajak (Coordinator Primary wing)
and teachers of class I and II
conducted the meeting and
discussed the guidelines under the
purview of academic areas such as
notebooks,examination procedure,
uniform , parent teacher interaction
etc.during the orientation.
The parents were satisfied and
appreciated the discussion of
important issues in the open forum.
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Bulletin Board Competition 

Inter House Bulletin Board Competition was conducted on the following dates:

1 May 2023- Primary wing (Classes IV & V) and 2 May 2023- Senior wing (Classes VI

–XII)The competition was based on the theme’ Earth Day’ (Invest in our planet). Each

team comprised of ten participants. The event witnessed enthusiastic participation

from all team members. Results awaited.
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NEET EXAMINATION ORIENTATION 

APS Binnaguri was one of the centres for Neet examination held all over India on 7 May
2023.Orientation meeting for teachers for NEET Examination was conducted by
Mr.Shubham Chanda (Senior PGT Computer Science) on 6 May 2023 in the English
language Lab. The teachers were briefed about the guidelines and code of conduct as per
the SOP set down by concerned authorities, for the smooth conduct of the exam.
The examination was conducted successfully in the school.Out of 720 enrolled candidates
700 were marked present in the examination. 
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Inter House Table Tennis Tournament:
 (Junior Wing ) was held on 11 May 2023 ,
Venue : Multipurpose Hall. 
The team members of all four houses
participated with zest and
enthusiasm.
                                                     Results
 Category-Boys:     
Champion- Tagore House
Runner-up- Shastri House
3 rd Position- Nehru House
4 th Position- Gandhi House

Vatsalya

Category-Girls:
Champion- Tagore House
Runner-up- Shastri House
3 rd Position- Nehru House
4 th Position- Gandhi House
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Earthquake and Fire Protection Drill :
Earthquake and Fire Protection Drill was
conducted on 13 May 2023, for both Primary
and Senior Wing in Army Public School. A
mock exercise and evacuation drill was carried
out to raise awareness about rescue operations
and its procedure. It was conducted to educate
and train the students for an unseen emergency
and to check the readiness of the school.
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CBSE  Result of AISSE and AISSCE 
CBSE announced the results of AISSE and AISSCE on 12 May 2023.The outstanding
CBSE AISSCE Class XII and AISSE Class X results of Army Public School,
Binnaguri, for the Session 2022-23 are yet another affirmation of the academic
excellence of the students of the School. 

In the 12th Board (AISSCE) examination, in the Science stream, Yagnik Bose has
brought laurels to the school by securing 94.8% in science stream.
In the Commerce Stream,Aakriti Mishra has scored 95.8% .
Shiksha Chhetri of Humanities batch too has scored 92.6% .
A special highlight of the result ,Varun Kumar Chhetri a student of class XII science,
has secured the highest marks of 94.4% in all science subjects in the Faculty of Science
as per the special norms of AWES. 

Vatsalya

                                                                                                                                               

Yagnik Bose-XII Sci
94.8% 

Akruti Mishra-XII
Com 95.8% 

Varun Kumar
Chhetri XII Sci

94.4%

Shiksha Chhetri-XII
Hum 92.6%
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CBSE  Result of AISSE 
In AISSE 2022-23 (CBSE class X),following students have shown out with their
spectacular performances and surpassed all expectations. Komal scored a magnificent
97.8% followed by Piyush Sharma with 97% and Barnita Sarkar with 96.4%. 
Mr.Rajeeva Nayan Pathak Principal APS Binnaguri, and the teachers unanimously
congratulates al lthe meritorious students for their success and extends their fond
blessings to all students. 
This excellent result is an embodiment of the collaborative efforts of the Visionary
Management, the diligent students, dedicated school faculty and ever-supportive
parents.It is indeed an overwhelming moment of pride and glory for APS Binnaguri.
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Komal  97.8% Barnita Sarkar 96.4% Piyish Sharma 97 % 
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Summer Camp 
A ten day Summer Camp was organized by Army Public School, from 15 -25 May 2023
,for children to learn new skills in a safe and nurturing environment. The Summer Camp
included activities that helped develop the physical, mental, psychology and social aspects
of a student’s life . The summer camp provided a wonderful opportunity to the students
wherein they learned a variety of things such as making decorative items and crafts.

Classes on ABACUS ,AI, Cursive writing ,Yoga, Music, Art & craft etc. Students spend
quality time forming stronger bonds of friendship, shared meals together, learned singing
and dancing. The students also got the opportunity to learn about the importance of
serving the community through educational , recreational and cultural activities.

All students thoroughly appreciated and were grateful for the enriching experience.

Vatsalya
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Glimpses of Summer Camp 2023

Yoga classes
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Glimpses of Summer Camp 2023

Colouring

Cement Craft/ Clay Work

Card Making

Block Printing

Glass Painting
Drawing



 Classes
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Glimpses of Summer Camp 2023

Trick of Cursive Writing

Flying Drone

ABACUS Classes

AI Classes
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Glimpses of Summer Camp 2023

Music Classes
Coding Classes

Dance Classes

Cursive Writing 
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Remedial Coaching classes :
APS Binnaguri conducted Remedial Coaching classes for the students of classes X and
XII from 15 May to 29 May 2023 by own faculty members.
 

                                                                                                                                               



                               APS BINNAGURI
                                                                  - Rajeeva Nayan Pathak

                          Aspiring minds, eager to learn and grow
                          Resilient students, facing challenges with a glow
                          Motivated by the values, the school bestows
                          Yearning for knowledge, that always flows

                          Passionate educators, guiding with care
                          Understanding their students, always there
                          Building skills, with focus and flair
                          Leading by example, a legacy they share  
                          Inculcating discipline, values beyond compare
                          Creating an environment, that's safe and fair

                         Striving for excellence, in all they do
                         Cultivating leaders, honest and true
                         Honouring their past, with a vision anew
                         Overcoming challenges, with a breakthrough
                         Onward they march, with a spirit that grew
                         Legacy of excellence, forever to pursue
                        APS Binnaguri, where excellence spells on you!

                                          ********
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''हम� ऐसी �श�ा चा�हए, �जससे च�र� का गठन हो, मन का बल बढ़े, बु�� का �वकास हो

और ��� �वावल�बी बने।''                                                            - �वामी �ववेकानंद          

Contact us 
Principal 

Mr. Rajeeva Nayan Pathak
ARMY PUBLIC SCHOOL BINNAGURI

P.O.- BINNAGURI CANTT
DIST: JALPAIGURI

PIN -735232
WEST BENGAL

CONTACT NO. - 03563-259446/7718747807
E-MAIL : apsbinnaguri1@gmail.com

 


